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Facts & Figures
People in need of
humanitarian
assistance:
10 million
11-13 million expected
by the end of the 2016
Internally Displaced
Persons (IDPs)
3.3 million since
January 2014
In addition, 1.13
million IDPs from
previous years
(Source: Ministry of
Displacement and
Migration)

Terre Des Hommes (TDH) distributing ECHO funded emergency assistance to newly
displaced families in Salah al-Din. Source TDH. Photo credit: TDH

Key message
European
Commission
Humanitarian Aid
2015-2016:
€266 million for both
Iraqi IDPs and Syrian
refugees inside Iraq

· Since January 2014, 3.3 million Iraqis have been internally
displaced. Almost two months from the public launch of the Mosul
military campaign, over 85 000 individuals are displaced - about half
of them children. With daily new arrivals averaging 4 000 individuals, IDP
camps are becoming full very quickly. As many as one million people
are estimated to remain beyond the reach of humanitarian aid,
inside Mosul city and other areas still under IS control.

Commission européenne –
Aide humanitaire et
protection civile

· The EU Civil Protection Mechanism was activated on 17
November, based on request to the Emergency Response Coordination
Centre (ERCC), fully coordinated by OCHA and Iraq WASH, Shelter/NFI,
Health and Logistic Clusters. The request trigged four airplane deliveries
for water and sanitation items, health furniture and equipment,
shelter and NFIs (winterization items) offered by Finland, Austria,
Sweden, Denmark and Germany.
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· The European Commission is at the forefront of the
humanitarian response to emerging needs in Iraq, with and overall
support of EUR 159 million in 2016; over EUR 266 million, since
2015 alone.
· The European Union calls on all parties to the conflict to protect
affected civilians by fully respecting International Humanitarian Law
(IHL), including the principle of distinction between civilians and
combatants, facilitating access of fleeing civilians to safer ground and
ensuring humane treatment and protection upon reception.
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Humanitarian situation and needs
Due to the current intensification of the conflict and widespread violations of IHL, during and
after the hostilities, humanitarian needs in Iraq grow by the day. Up to now, in the military campaign,
Iraqi Security Forces (ISF), have consolidated gains to the north and south of Mosul and continue to
contest neighbourhoods in eastern Mosul, while confronting daily suicide attacks and indirect fire
launched from IS controlled areas. The Iraqi Federal Police continued its advances along the western
Tigris river bank. The Counter Terrorism Service (CTS), operating in eastern Mosul, called for a change
in tactic for managing the remaining civilians in Mosul. Prime Minister Haidar al-Abadi had urged
civilians to stay in their homes as the ISF breached Mosul’s city limits in early November, with the CTS
and Iraqi Army adopting measures to reduce the risk of civilian casualties under the Humanitarian
Concept of Operations. Asking civilians to leave the area could enable more aggressive tactics in antiIS operations, including increase use of shelling. However, safe escape routes for civilians, trapped
inside IS controlled areas in Western Mosul, have not yet been established, posing them at
increased risks in reach of safety, as well as increasing the threat for those civilians unable
or unwilling to leave their homes.
Imposed curfews in and out of Mosul, absence of civilian ambulances inside the city and limited
capacity for referral of injured civilians to Erbil or Dohuk hinder immediate medical care. Hospital
capacity in Erbil is overwhelmed and is absent in Ninewa governorate, as hospitals have been damaged
and specialized staff have been displaced/are unwilling to return. Life-saving field-level trauma
care medical evacuation and stabilisation capacity is direly needed, in order to cope with the
current and forecasted caseload as the operation advances into densely populated areas, where closecontact warfare is increasingly placing Mosul’s civilians at extreme risks. As frontlines advance, the
provision of medical trauma care in proximity to active conflict zones - within the “golden hour” - is
vital to address immediate consequences of conflict and reduce mortality related to war
wounded/trauma.
Regular shelling and airstrikes occur on Western Mosul (IS controlled, heavily populated by
civilians – 700 000 estimated). Main access from Syria into Mosul has been cut; Mosul will be totally
encircled by ISF and affiliated forces, most likely in December. No international humanitarian
assistance has reached Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF) re-taken/controlled areas to the south west
of Mosul or Telefar; reportedly, the Ministry of Migration and Displacement (MoMD) has delivered basic
assistance in limited areas.
In many areas newly retaken by government affiliated forces, critical civilian infrastructure
such as hospitals, water and power plants and schools are damaged. Children in these areas
have not been vaccinated for years. Heavy contamination of newly retaken areas with improvised
mines and scorched earth tactics pose immediate and long-term risks. Recent reports have confirmed
the use of blistering agents by IS against civilians and security forces in Qayyarah, IS’s use of chlorine
and mustard gas attacks in northeast of Mosul and burning of a sulphur plant in Qayyarah.
Military operations in Hawidja district, Kirkuk governorate and Shirqat district (Salah al Din) have seen
limited engagement of government affiliated forces in the eastern bank of Shirqat city. IS attacked
governmental controlled areas of Shirqat district, including with mortars, hitting Shirqat hospital and
leading to civilian casualties. The average number of families fleeing from Hawidja, towards AlAlam (northern Salah al Din) and government controlled districts in Kirkuk, continued to increase
during the reporting period – average of 500 individuals daily – mainly due to insecurity and
food shortages in rural areas of displacement.
For the over 85 000 persons displaced, since the launch of the Mosul military campaign,
limited and poor quality water supply, lack of winterised shelter, inability to manage and
maintain sanitation facilities, camp management incapacity to cope and provide registration
services are main concerns in camp locations, with new arrivals missing out on core relief items for
days. Almost 80 per cent of displaced people have sought accommodation in camps. Just under one
fifth of displaced people are sheltering in host communities and informal settings.
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The European Union's Response
The EU is engaged in providing humanitarian assistance to all civilians in need, in a way consistent with
humanitarian principles of independence, impartiality, and neutrality. Aid has to be delivered to all
populations in need, regardless of their religious affiliation, and in a proportional manner, prioritising
areas with the highest needs and lowest response capacity.
Assisting conflict affected populations inside Iraq
In response to the growing humanitarian needs of those displaced by the intensifying conflict, the
European Commission committed a total of €159 million in humanitarian assistance in 2016.
The European Commission's humanitarian support consists of an integrated, multi-sector life-saving
response to the most vulnerable groups. Support includes food, health care, water, sanitation and
hygiene as well as protection, shelter and education in emergencies. With approximately €80 million of
this funding, the EU has actively supported preparedness and response to the Mosul, Hawija and
Telafar emergencies, since their onset. Great focus is also given on the provision of life-saving
winterisation and emergency health assistance, as well as additional field-level trauma care, medical
evacuation and stabilisation capacity, which are direly needed.
ECHO supported partners are at the forefront of the emergency response to those newly
displaced in Iraq. Building on the preparedness and access strategy, adopted by ECHO in Anbar and
Salah al Din, the currently supported emergency response has focused on integrated lifesaving actions
at all points of concern, in areas most likely to receive civilians fleeing ongoing military operations in
Hawija and Mosul: from civilians held in conflict affected areas, to mustering points, security screening
sites, displacement camps and out-of-camp options.. For instance, since 17 October, over 118 082
people affected by Mosul operations have received ECHO supported life-saving response items, through
the UNICEF/WFP/UNFPA led Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM). Adapted packages of assistance have
also been delivered to over 130 000 affected people in retaken communities, led by UNICEF, WFP and
UNFPA, with ECHO support. The latter included the eastern district of Gogchaly, in Mosul city.
The EU continues to call on all parties to the conflict to take concrete steps to ensure that all
civilians are protected and aid is delivered in accordance with IHL and humanitarian principles,
during all military campaigns in Iraq and specifically the Mosul campaign.
EU Civil Protection Mechanism (EUCPM)
The EUCPM was activated on 17 November, based on request to the Emergency Response
Coordination Centre (ERCC), fully coordinated by OCHA and Iraq WASH, Shelter/NFI, Health
and Logistic Clusters. The request relates to urgent needs for water and sanitation items, health
furniture and equipment, shelter and NFIs (winterization items). A cargo plane from Finland, delivering
close to 40 tons emergency supplies has landed in Erbil on 12.12, in the first of several operations
organized jointly by the European Commission and Member States. A further plane carrying 100 tents,
10 000 blankets and 1 000 kitchen sets offered by Austria, with the transport co-financed by the EU,
arrived in Erbil on 13 December. Another batch of over 570 tents, 7 400 blankets, non-food items
(hygiene, school and family kits) and medical equipment were offered by Denmark and Sweden
through the EU Civil Protection Mechanism and arrived in Iraq on 14 December. In addition, generators
have been offered by Germany and shipping arrangements are in progress.
Assisting Iraqi refugees in Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon
The European Commission is providing assistance in the area of food and non-food items to meet the
basic needs of vulnerable Iraqi refugees, currently residing in neighboring countries. In Lebanon and
Jordan, new Iraqi refugee are being supported through an EU-funded cash assistance programme run
by the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR.
Supporting refugees from Syria
Since the outbreak of the conflict in Syria, almost 240 000 people have fled the violence into Iraq,
mainly into its Kurdish region. The Commission's Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection department
(ECHO) provides support inside and outside the camps, in terms of food assistance, basic health care,
water and sanitation, protection, psychosocial support, and the distribution of essential household
items. Around 40% of Syrian refugees assisted by ECHO in Iraq are children under 18; 41% women.
*For all latest ECHO Factsheet:
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